AI-Driven
Quality Engineering Platform
with Predict Capabilities.
Align. Assure. Accelerate.
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Align. Assure. Accelerate.

BlueSwanTM is Cigniti’s Next Generation, Proprietary Teﬆing Platform that helps you deliver truly
reliable, robuﬆ, scalable, & highly secure applications. It comprises of the following elements that
bring multiple beneﬁts for your enterprise.
Verita Quality Engineering Platform and Dashboard with predict capabilities & analytics oﬀers you
descriptive, diagnoﬆic, predictive and prescriptive insights related to your QA & QE organisation.

Verita

Gain meaningful & real-time insights from data from disparate tools in an enterprise tool ecosyﬆem
Generate accurate, predictive Teﬆing reports to help you take informed decisions
Identify slack in the process, Improve time-to-market by reducing teﬆ cycle duration, helping you release new
features faﬆer
Increase revenues & Reduce coﬆs by faﬆer defect prevention, detection, & resolution

Velocita provides Teﬆ Accelerators for multiple Induﬆries including Airlines, BFSI, Healthcare, Retail,
Hospitality & Automation Accelerators for Kiosks, POS, COTS, ERP & Digital Apps.

Velocita

Leverage Intelligent Automation Framework to achieve higher ROI

Signiﬁcantly reduce time for teﬆing framework setup & teﬆing cycle
Jumpﬆart & Accelerate Teﬆ Automation while increasing Teﬆ Automation coverage
Enjoy higher Reusability & Maintainability by lowering total coﬆ of quality

Ceﬆa is Cigniti’s patented integrated Teﬆ Asset migration platform consiﬆing of QuickLean,
Migrate2Selenium, M2TC & other tools to migrate teﬆ assets from one tool ﬆack to the other.

Ceﬆa

Leverage its Patented methodology to oﬀer you seamless teﬆ asset migration
Booﬆ your Teﬆ Asset migration speed by up to 15 times
Reduce eﬀorts up to 90% while being 10 times more coﬆ eﬃcient
Assure Quality of migrated teﬆ assets by cuﬆomisation as per your business process
Reuse 100% migrated and executable teﬆ scripts

Praxia

Cigniti’s Process Accelerator Platform which helps in
transforming our clients’ QA & teﬆing practices by
assessing processes, practices, tools, skills, & risks
during large-scale, enterprise QA transformation.
Bring in greater eﬃciency across your QA enterprise
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Prudentia

Identify & mitigate risks early on, that reduces coﬆ of
quality & increases revenue
Benchmark & highlight your org processes with the
ones used in the induﬆry
Generate a high teﬆ-execution throughput & high
performance in QA teams

Cigniti’s model-based teﬆing
tool that automatically generates
software teﬆing artefacts using
syﬆem requirements, leveraging
its patent-pending algorithm.
Increase teﬆ coverage &
reduce coﬆ, while lowering
teﬆ design time
Generate a high teﬆ-case
yield, allowing shortening of
cycle times

Shorten teﬆing cycle times & Reduce outages

CESA is Cigniti Enterprise Sentiment Analyzer which crawls, captures end user feedback from publicly
available sources and provides insights towards improving end user Engagement, Emotion & Experience

CESA

Gain insights from Cuﬆomer Sentiment and Opinion Mining while maximising your cuﬆomer experience quotient
Prioritise business decisions eﬀectively based on direct user feedback cluﬆer analysis
Detect patterns in cuﬆomer behaviours, & track early product feedback to improve the product/app quality

Cigniti is World’s largeﬆ Independent Quality Engineering Services company bringing the power of AI into Agile & DevOps, to accelerate
enterprise digital transformation journey. We help world’s leading enterprises build quality software & accelerate speed to market while
lowering the overall coﬆ of quality & driving a huge positive impact to ROI from their QA, QE & Digital initiatives.
www.cigniti.com | contact@cigniti.com

